In his doctoral thesis, the author establishes the converse of the preceding theorem as a consequence of the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem. 3 In this note, we give a new proof for the converse of the transitivity of modularity, and then deduce the generalized HellingerToeplitz theorem as a corollary. The converse of the transitivity of modularity is, therefore, equivalent to the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem. We also establish the converse of the transitivity of modularity for matrices, and a theorem on the transitivity of accordance and finiteness.
THEOREM I. Consider the basis 31, ty, e; and let e 0 be a positive hermitian matrix. Then the following assertions are equivalent :
(1) every vector fx 0 modular as to e 0 is modular as to e; (2) € 0 is modular as to e e 0 ; (3) e 0 is modular as to e e. If one of the preceding conditions is satisfied, the modulus of e 0 as to e € is equal to the norm of e 0 as to e € 0 .
In the course of demonstration, we let $D?o denote the space of vectors fi 0 modular as to €o; /o, the integration process based on €oî and Mo, the modulus as to eo. Similar interpretations are given to the symbols 2)?, /, M, for the base matrix €. A vector which is finite as to e is denoted by /3.
If every JJL 0 is modular as to e, the matrix e 0 is of type SftoStt-Then JeojS is in SDÎo for every 0, and Jo(//3e 0 )Mo = //3JoeoMo = JfiVo for every pair ]8, /JL 0 . Consequently, for every /3, MoJe^fi is equal to the least upper bound of |//3MO| for all ju 0 such that MoMo^l, by part (2) of Theorem (41.9) in G.A. Similarly, for every /z 0 , which is modular as to e by hypothesis, M/x 0 is equal to the least upper bound of | /ftuo|for all j8 such that ikf/3^ 1. If the class 8 is identified as the class of vectors 0 such that ikf/3^1, and F h on Sfto to 9t, is defined to be (|/|5/xo| |Mo) for every Z = j5, then by Theorem (53.55) in G.A., 4 the upper bound of MQJ€Q(3, for all /3 finite as to e such that M/3^1, is finite. By Theorem (46.85) in G.A., €o is modular as to e 0 e. Since €o is hermitian, e 0 is also modular 5 as to e €o. When condition (2) is true, then condition (3) is secured by a simple application 6 of the composition of modularity 7 to €o = /o€o€o. That the last condition implies the first is proved in Theorem (46.4) of Moore's G.A.
From €o = /o€o€o and part (2) We may assume, without losing generality, that the moduli of all vectors in 5D? 0 * are at most unity. Since the spaces 9Jio and SDÎ are linear, the condition that every ju 0 for which Mo/xo ^ 1 is modular as to e is equivalent to condition (1) in the preceding theorem. Consequently Co is modular as to e e 0 . For the demonstration of the theorem, we shall show that (1)->(2)->(3)->(1). The second implication is proved in part (2) In part (a), if every vector accordant as to € 0 is accordant as to €, then e 0 , being of type AoA 0 , is of type A A. By Theorem (46.5) in G.A., e 0 is accordant as to e e. Conversely every vector £ accordant as to e 0 satisfies the relation £==/<)€<)£ ==£*/<)€o£r. Now /o€o£<r, being a finite (right) linear combination of the columns of e 0 , is a vector accordant as to e for every <r. By Theorem (48.2) in G.A., £ is accordant as to e. Part (b) is an immediate consequence of the definition of finiteness.
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